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Turkey distinguishes itself with a 80-million inhabitants, growing economy and geo-strategic status in the 

center of Afro-Eurasia main land. Depending on its historical and cultural ties between Europe, Black Sea, 

Caucasus, Asia, Middle East and Africa, and rising activities in international organizational areas 

particularly in the United Nations, and leading membership of the international organizations such as 

NATO, AGIT, and CICA, and recent efficiently developed foreign policy, Turkey has become an actor, 

which has been gaining importance in global scene.  

 

Ghana is an important country in the global scene with its strategic position that connects United 

Nations (UN), African Union, English Nations Community and Economic Community of Western African 

States (ECOWAS) with its dynamic and young population above 25 million people, economical potential 

in sectors with its prestigious position on continental and global aspects.  

 

 One-third of GDP in natural resorce-rich Ghana’s economy constitute agriculture and mining, build up a 

major part of export item cacao and gold. Ghana is second biggest gold producer of Africa and second 

biggest cacao producer of the World. Oil export has started from Ghana since January of 2011, then-

current year oil export was realized on 2,7 billion $. By all accounts of 2011, key sector of economy in 

Ghana whose GDP is 39,2 billion $ is based on agriculture. Contribution of agriculture to GDP is at a level 

of %35. Service industry shared from GDP on a level of %30, contribution of industry of GDP is on a level 

of %25; mining and oil sector within industry sector is just on a level of %10. Series of reforms is ensured 

in order to take foreign investment to country last years.  
 

Diplomatic relations between Turkey – Ghana had begun in 1958. With Republic of Turkey’s decision to 

re-establish a resident Embassy in Accra and the subsequent opening of Embassy in Accra as of 1 

February 2010, built up an important intensification in bilateral political relations between Ghana and 

Turkey. In this framework, the official visit paid to Ghana by H.E. Mr. Abdullah Gül, on 23-24 March 2011, 

has constituted the first visit ever realized at this level between the two countries. H.E. Mr. Abdullah Gül 

has also addressed the Parliament of Ghana in March 2011 during his official visit. This was the first time 

ever that a Turkish President addressed a Parliament in a Sub-Saharan African country. 
 

On the occasion of the said visit, a Framework Agreement on Military Cooperation, an Agreement on 

Cooperation in the Fields of Health and Medical Sciences, an Agreement on Bilateral Air Services, an 

Agreement on the Mutual Abolition of Visas for Holders of Diplomatic Passports, as well as a 

Memorandum of Understanding establishing a Political Consultation Mechanism between the Ministries 



 

of Foreign Affairs of the two countries have been signed. Just after the beginning of 2013, the President 

of Ghana H.E. John Dramani Mahama’s visitation to Turkey had been accelarated a new way of bilateral 

relations between two countries.  
 

Commercial relations between Turkey and Ghana are following a dynamic path. Indeed, the bilateral 

trade volume, which amounted to 175 million USD in 2009, reached 224 million USD in 2012, export rate 

was 303 million $. Foreign trade with Ghana increases every year. Thus, Ghana has become Turkey’s 

third largest trade partner in Sub-Saharan Africa.  
 

Another prominent issue likely to enhance economic, commercial and people-to-people ties between 

Turkey and Ghana is the establishment of direct flights by Turkish Airlines between Istanbul and Accra by 

15 July 2011.  
 

In other aspects, Turkey and Ghana has common interest in geopolitical and security areas in Africa. 

When necessity of energy security has taken consideration, one of the most essential point is ensured 

peace and security for both countries’ interests.  
 

Growth rate of Turkey and Ghana’s which reached in last period is forced to take into consideration two 

countries each other in economic way. Turkey, Balkans, Middle East and Central Asia is good economic 

partner for Ghana. Turkey is also seen to Ghana as political, economical and security related partner that 

should have strong reciprocal relations. Turkey has also special importance on Ghana’s cooperation in 

order to improve with African countries relations. In that case, Turkey’s relation and cooperation with 

Ghana is very important within the scope of African Union.  
 

Both countries can develop strategic cooperation with regards to sustaining long term interests. At this 

point, wider political, economic, diplomatic and geostrategic points of views are needed to look at the 

events. In order for Turkey - Ghana relations to be carried to an ideal point in today’s multi-dimensional 

world order; every parameter should be taken into consideration, is not just only build up political and 

strategical oriented parameter, particularly economical elements are in the first place focused to have 

reciprocal deepness. 
 

The point where the two countries come is defined as "strategic cooperation". Also it is being deeply felt 

that there is an urgent necessity for collaborative works of the two countries so that the solutions for the 

regional issues can be found.  Now it is required that the two countries head towards a future structure, 

in order to uplift the Turkey - Ghana relations an ideal point within a world power schema which takes its 

form in a multi-dimensional way, by creating a mutual deepening not only in political and strategic basis 

but also in its each parameters. History offers both the two countries opportunities for deepening their 

interdependency. In this regard, the Turkey - Ghana Strategic Dialogue Program, which will bring 

together the representatives of the related sectors in a comprehensive way that includes the strategic 

dimension of the relations, will play a significant role.   

 



 

Main Theme  
Civil Diplomacy Capacity Building: Sectoral and Financial Deepening 

 

Sub Themes  
Turkey - Ghana Economical Relations: Opportunities and Risks 

Infrastructure and Entrepreneurship 

Health Investments and Health Tourism 

Energy, Water and Food Security and Human Development 

Energy Politics: Geopolitic and Security Results 

Social, Economic and Political Improvements 

Turkey - Ghana Cooperation at a level of African Countries 

Sources Systems; Bilateral Subsidiary Opportunities 

Sharing Technology, Academic and Cultural Cooperation  

Multi-dimensional Cooperation Perspectives 

Civil Society Cooperation Perspective 

 

Primary Sectors 
Public Diplomacy, Education and Language 

Culture and Tourism 

Construction, Construction Business and Infrastructure 

Health and Health Tourism 

Energy, Petro-chemistry and Investments 

Logistics, Transportation and Communication 

Banking and Finance (Strategic Investment Fund)  

Economy and Trade 

Media and Communication  

Science and Technology 

Brand Cities and Environment 

Defence and Space Industry 

 

Program Partners 
Turkey : TASAM (Turkish Asian Center for Strategic Studies) 

Ghana : …..  

 

Program Performance Area 
Turkey and Ghana  



 

EVENTS / WORKING PLAN (DRAFT) 

 

Method 

Induction, Participation and Economic Deepening 

 

Press Conferences 

 

Turkey - Ghana Wise Persons Board Meetings / Studies 

In the Program process, to create a “Turkey - Ghana Wise Persons Board” included mainly senior 

economists composed of regional and local representatives of each country; and at least one 

bilateral meeting to be done; and to be locally offered interactions and suggestions for the relations 

of the two countries/regions based on the cProgram studies, by this board. 

 

Round Table Meetings / Workshops 

 

Multilateral Workshop / Studies 

 

Congress(es) 

 

Sector Workshops / Events 

 

Practical Interactive Trainings 

 

Strategic Reports 

Publishing strategic reports of sectoral works for both two countries’ decision makers, private 

sectors, media and public opinion. Providing feedback to ensure the related literature and public’s 

memory.  

 

Briefing Meetings to Decision Makers 

 

Preparation of Research Projects and Reports 

 

TV Programs 

 

Media Conferences 

 

Other Academic Studies 

Academic Studies as Strategic Reports, Books, Articles, thesis and so on.  

 


